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THE FIRST COEFFICIENT

OF THE CONWAY POLYNOMIAL

JIM HOSTE

Abstract. A formula is given for the first coefficient of the Conway polynomial of a

link in terms of its linking numbers. A graphical interpretation of this formula is also

given.

Introduction. Suppose that L is an oriented link of n components in 53. Associated

to L is its Conway polynomial V¿(z), which must be of the form

VL(z) = z-1[a0 + alz2+  ■■■+amz2m\.

Let VL(z) = VL(z)/z"~1. In this paper we shall give a formula for a0 = VL(0)

which depends only on the linking numbers of L. We will also give a graphical

interpretation of this formula.

It should be noted that the formula we give was previously shown to be true up to

absolute value in [3]. The author wishes to thank Hitoshi Murakami for bringing

Professor Hosakawa's paper to his attention.

We shall assume a basic familiarity with the Conway polynomial and its proper-

ties. The reader is referred to [1, 2, 4, 5 and 6] for a more detailed exposition. The

fact that VL(z) has the form described above can be found in [4 or 6], for example.

1. A formula for V¿(0). Suppose L - [Kv K2,... ,Kn) is an oriented link in S3.

Let ltj = lk(AT,, Kj) if i +j and define /„ = -jLu-ii+ihj- Define the linking matrix

££, or S^(L), as JSf= (/, ). Now JSPis a symmetric matrix with each row adding to

zero. Under these conditions it follows that every cofactor =S?;y of £? is the same.

(Recall thatSetj = (-l)'+ydet MtJ, where Mi} is the (i, j) minor of &.)

Theorem 1. Let L he an oriented link of n components in S3. Then V¿(0) = 3?¡j,

where ^j is any cofactor of the linking matrix Jif.

Proof. Let F be a Seifert surface for L. We may picture F as shown in Figure 1.1.

Let {a¡} be the set of generators for Ha[F) shown in the figure and define the

Siefert matrix V = {v¡¡) in the usual way. Namely, vii} = lk(a,+, af), where a,+ is

obtained by lifting a¡ slightly off of F in the positive direction. Then if a, n a, = 0

we have v¡, = v¡¡ = lk(a,, üj). If a¡ n Oj # 0, then {;', j) = {2k — 1,2/c) for some
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1 < k < h and v
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2k-i,2k - uik,2k-\ ~ 1- Hence Fis of the form

A      B\

bt cr
where A is a 2h X 2h matrix and C is a symmetric (n - 1) X (n - 1) matrix.

Now a2h+¡_1 is parallel to K, for / > 1.   Hence v2h + i_l2h+j_l = l¡¡ for i ¥= j and

i, j > 1. Furthermore,

/, = - I «
7 = 2

2h + i-l,2h+j-l

= -(¡¡2 + l¡3+ ■■■ + l¡,i-i + »ih+i-iah+i-i + l,,i+i + ■ • • + /,.„)•

Therefore, we have

Ei    - i

Hence we have that C is the (1,1) minor of ££.

'lilllT IuUuIlj!' *2 -
'   K *

*,

Figure 1.1

Now the Conway polynomial can be defined as VL(z) = det(rF — t   V  ), where

the right-hand side of this equation is a polynomial in z = t — t'1. Hence we have

vL(t-rl) = det(tV-riVT)/(t-rr~l

' tA - rlAT    (t- i-^b]

So,

But

= detl ~"    ",""      v"     "   i~ I (t-rl)
(t-rl)BT   {t-rl)c]l

1\"-1

det
tA-rlAT   (t-rl)B

B'

Vt(0) = det

C

A - A'     0

BT        C

A - A' =

0 -1
1 0

0 -1
1 0

0 -1
1 0
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so that VL(0) = det C = -S?u. Since all the cofactors of Jifare equal, the theorem

follows.    D

2. A graphical interpretation of V¿(0). Let T(L) be the complete graph with n

vertices. Label the vertices Kl,...,Kn and label the edge connecting K¡ and K- with

their linking number /,-,. Let G be the set of all subgraphs of T consisting of n — 1

distinct edges together with their vertices. Let T be the subset of G consisting of

those graphs which are trees. If g e G let g be the product of the n — 1 linking

numbers associated to the edges of g.

Theorem 2. Suppose L is an oriented link in S3 with n components. Then

Vz.(0) = (-l)"-1Egerg.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that V¿(0) is a finite sum of terms, where each

term is a product of n - 1 linking numbers together with some integer coefficient.

Now each term is actually the product of n - 1 distinct linking numbers. For

consider some /, . It appears in only four entries of ££, namely /,,, /,. , I ¡, and //;.

Hence l¡¡ appears only once in the (/, i) minor of =S?and so cannot appear to any

power greater than one in.5?,,. Thus we have shown that

(2.1) vi,(o)=^,7 = (-i)-ii:e(g)g,
gee

where e(g) is some integer.

We want to show that e(g) is one if g is a tree and zero otherwise.

Let yq be the matrix obtained from ¿£s by setting each l¡¡ equal to 1 or 0

depending on whether l¡¡ is associated to g or not. Furthermore, let Lg be any link

having^?g as its linking matrix. Now it follows from (2.1) that (-\)"le(g) = vz .,(0).

Now suppose that g is not a tree. Then g is either disconnected or misses a vertex

of T. For suppose that g is connected but is not a tree. Then g contains some loop.

This loop has an equal number of edges and vertices. Adding the remaining edges of

g cannot increase the number of vertices beyond the number of edges. Hence g has

at most n — 1 vertices since it has « — 1 edges. Therefore we may choose a split link

L8 with linking matrix ¿¡?g. But the Conway polynomial of a split link is zero and

hence e(g) = 0.

Thus it only remains to show that e(g) = 1 if g is a tree. We shall do this by

inducting on n. If n = 2 it is shown in [4] that VL(0) = -ll2-1 This starts the

induction. Now suppose that L has « components and that the theorem is true for

links with fewer components. Since g is a tree, there is some outermost vertex, say

K¿, which is connected by an outermost edge to K,. Now choose Lg so that it

appears in part as shown in Figure 2.1. Changing and smoothing the indicated

crossing as illustrated in the figure gives V¿?(z) = -zvL<(z) and hence V¿s(0) =

-Vz/(0).

1 Note that a slightly different definition of VL(z) is used in that paper than here; namely that,

V,(z) = det(r1K- tVT) with z - t- r1.
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Figure 2.1

But L' has n — 1 components and so by our inductive hypothesis, and the fact

that T(L') has only one subtree h for which h + 0, we have Vz_s(0) = (-1)"-1.

Hence e(g) =1.    D

As a final remark, note that the number of terms in E 6rg is given by (—l)n—\Sf^ -,

where J§?, is the (i, j) cofactor of the matrix =S?which is obtained from.S'by setting

the linking numbers equal to 1. It can easily be shown that this number is n"~2.
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